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Abstract
The aim of the project was to create the user interface and visualise the simulation of the
spread of pollution in urban area. The simulation has been implemented in the other project
and this project has provided good communication and easy interaction between a user and
the simulation.

The project has been developed under Microsoft Visual C++. This tool provides a relatively
easy way of designing and implementing the user interface because of a possibility of using
MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class) and therefore it has been selected. It is also supporting
an object-oriented programming, which was applied during the project’s development.

The documentation describes in detail the whole development, starting with the
requirements analysis and research stage, through the software implementation, finally to
the results and conclusions that have been drawn after finishing the project.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important problems of our civilization is the problem of pollution.
Pollution is harmful to our health and very often is recognized as the reason of many
serious illnesses.

In the big cities, traffic is considered as the main source of pollution. Therefore it is
necessary to take actions towards reducing traffic in the city centres. One action could be
encouraging people to use public transport instead of their cars. However at first they
should be made aware of the effects that their cars have on the environment.

1.1. Reasons for undertaking the project
Therefore there is a need for better education. Nowadays this can be provided in the most
efficient way by a computer program simulating the spread of the traffic pollution in the
city. Such a program could make people aware of the influence that their cars have on the
environment and help them understand that fumes produced by cars are a nuisance for
inhabitants.

This need was the main reason for developing this project and two other projects closely
connected to this one.
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The aim of the first project is to analyse the photographic pictures taken in the city and to
process the gathered data into a file containing information about streets and the
surrounding buildings. This project is being developed by Dariusz Garbowski.

The second project will use this data, as well as the information about emitted traffic
pollution and weather conditions, to simulate the level of pollution all over the area taken
into consideration. This project is being developed by Michal Kozielski.

The task of this project is to visualise the pollution data, present them to the user and
provide an easy and comfortable interaction and communication between the user and the
simulation. The dependencies between these three projects and the flow of data is discussed
further in Chapter 3 (New ideas).

To create a good educational program some important conditions should be met. The users
of such a program could be inexperienced in dealing with computers and therefore it must
not be too complicated and difficult for them to use. It should provide clear, real – time
communication between the user and the simulation. Also the results of the simulation
process are expected to be shown in a graphical, well-visualised way. Sometimes even the
best computer program can be useless if it does not have a good user interface and is not
user friendly. The significance of the user interface and visualisation in a computer
program, especially in an educational one, is so strong that it has been decided to develop
them as a separate project.
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1.2. The area of the project
The main parts of this project are the visualisation and the user interface of the pollution
simulator. However, there are also other tasks worth mentioning. These are reading data
from files into a database, cooperation with the database and providing synchronisation
between the user and simulation algorithms. The area of the project covers also recording
and replaying the process of simulation and finding a possibility of saving it to a file.

The pollution simulator is an educational program and therefore it is expected that it works
quickly and always is ready to interact with the user. The user should not wait for a long
period of time when some calculations are being done and because of this good and
efficient synchronisation is also very important. This imposes considerable constraints
either on the model or the visualisation. Both of them should not be too complicated and
complex to calculate. These constraints are described in detail in Chapter 2 (Limitations).

1.2.1. The user interface
The main role of the user interface is to give the user a possibility of steering and
controlling the simulation in an easy and transparent way. The barrier between the user and
the model should be decreased to the minimum level. The role of the user interface is
presented in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. The function of the user interface.
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This could be achieved by applying the Graphical User Interface (GUI). Quoting Edward
Yourdon (1995), “No one needs to be reminded today that graphical user interfaces are
dominant paradigm for exchanging information between computers and people. The
amazing popularity of Microsoft Windows has made it clear to the software development
profession that end users will not tolerate anything but a GUI for most applications”.

He has written further in the foreword to GUIDE written by Redmond-Pyle and Moore
(1995) that in the past only about twenty percent of work was devoted to develop the user
interface and the rest to create the inner code. However, in his opinion, now the opposite is
true.

The user interface should be responsible for interpreting the user actions and passing them
to the steering processes. In the case of this project the user controlling information can be
divided into several groups:
1) The first one consists of wind volume and direction as well as other weather
conditions. These data are necessary for modelling the spread of pollution and are
set by the user.
2) The second group covers creation and edition of the functions of emitted pollution
and the mechanism of assigning them to the appropriate streets.
3) The last and the most complex group consists of all the information indicating user
behaviour and actions. The user should be enabled to trigger off the simulation, stop
it, start the replay, save the actual situation to a file, etc.
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1.2.2. The visualisation
The visualisation is a part of the user interface, but it can be treated separately. It is
responsible for presenting the data obtained during the simulation. These data are shown on
a map of the simulated area.

The map has two layers:
1) The first one consists of squares coloured by shades scaled smoothly from green,
through yellow and orange to red. These colours indicate the level of pollution.
2) The second layer presents streets and buildings. The height of the buildings affects
the spread of pollution and therefore also is relevant information and should be
placed on the map. This time the grey scale has been applied. The darker the shade,
the higher the building.

Utilising two scales of shades allows two different types of information be presented in a
clear and transparent way. The details of using these scales of shade are described in
Chapter 3 (New ideas).

1.3. Environment
It has been decided to develop the project under Microsoft Visual C++ language and to use
Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC).

These tools support the design and implementation of the user interface by providing some
templates relatively easy to deploy. They help to create items very similar to these known
from Microsoft Windows. Therefore the program looks like other popular windows
5

applications, and so will be familiar to the user. Such a program can be user friendly even
for an inexperienced person.

On the other hand, the MFC library imposes some considerable constraints if the
programmer wants to create something different from that designed previously by
Microsoft workers. The nature of these constraints is described in detail in Chapter 2
(Limitations). However, the benefits of using the MFC library are larger than the cost of the
difficulties.

Moreover, the Visual C++ supports the object-oriented programming, which is considered
to be much more efficient than the other methods during implementing large programs.

Also the object-oriented code is flexible and could be easily modified. Therefore, if there is
a need for creating a more complicated model even at the cost of a considerable latency and
the lack of real-time interaction, the change will be very easy to implement, because it will
be limited to swapping the classes responsible for simulation.
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2. Limitations

This chapter tells about all the constraints, limitations and requirements that must be met by
the project. It is important to identify them before starting the development of the project,
because they have an influence on its every stage.

At first in this chapter some general rules of designing visual interfaces are presented.
Following them helps to create an interface, which is smart and easy to deal with.
Therefore, it is important to know these rules and to apply them.

Further in this chapter some previous projects similar to this one are presented in order to
identify advantages and drawbacks of the applied solutions. This case study is a very
important stage. It enables the familiarisation of previous ideas and draw essential
conclusions from them. The results of existing solutions help to recognise unforeseen
problems and to avoid them in this project.

After conducting the case study, it is crucial to identify constraints characteristic of this
type of project and in some way unique for it.

2.1. General rules of designing user interfaces
According to David Redmond-Pyle and Alan Moore (1995), “well-designed systems with a
graphical user interface are more usable – they are easier to learn, more effective to use
and more satisfying”.
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However, it is not enough just to create the GUI using one of the available programming
tools. Creating a good and usable user interface is not an easy task and therefore it should
be done very carefully. According to “Designing Visual Interfaces” written by Mullet, K.
and Sano, D. (1995), “Without effective visual representation, the Graphical User Interface
is no more effective than a character-based interface using an unfamiliar script”.

There is a dangerous possibility of creating a GUI, which instead of supporting the
communication between the user and the application is a barrier itself and makes the
communication much more difficult. To avoid this situation, some general rules should be
followed during the designing of the user interface. Of course, they do not guarantee a
success, but at least increase the chances of achieving it.

Many useful rules and principles that should be applied during visual design were described
by Mullet and Sano (1995) in “Designing Visual Interfaces”. The most important of them
are presented below.

The GUI should be characterised by elegance and simplicity. It means that all the visual
elements, which are not connected with the communication, should be removed. This rule
is known as refinement. The number of elements should be therefore reduced to the
minimum, which is necessary for a straightforward process of communication.

These elements should also be designed and chosen carefully so that they fit to each other.
Their size should be related to other elements and to the whole interface. This problem is
connected with the screen layout. The screen should be symmetrical, balanced and its
8

elements should be well aligned and reasonably grouped. The user’s attention should be
drawn by the items (icons, pictures or dialogs), which are the most important in a particular
situation.

The next important issue is designing images. In the GUI, images play a very important
role. They are the main means of communication and their function is similar to the
function of text in a character-based interface. They are mainly present in the form of icons
or symbols. They should convey a message or information to the user in a transparent and
straightforward way. Therefore they should be as communicable as possible, should be not
too complex and the details should be omitted if they are not essential. It must be possible
to guess immediately the function of the button or other element described by the picture.

Redmond-Pyle and Moore (1995) focus not only on the rules connected with designing the
interface, but first of all on the way and methodology of implementing the GUI.

In their opinion a very important aspect of a user interface is usability, which describes its
quality. According to Shackel (1990), usability has four main aspects:
a) Effectiveness, which means how effectively and fast the tasks could be performed
using the interface.
b) Learnability, which means how much training time and practice users require before
they are ready to deal with a system.
c) Flexibility, which defines the possibilities of changes, which can be applied without
losing the effectiveness.
d) Attitude, which is a measure of users’ satisfaction with the system.
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To achieve satisfying usability, Redmond-Pyle and Moore (1995) suggest the user-centred
design. This approach takes into consideration skills, possibilities and expectations of the
end users. Therefore, it is crucial to identify the groups of potential users before starting to
develop the GUI. Also the users should be involved into the process of creating the GUI at
every stage of development if it is only possible.

The rules described above show that designing the GUI is a difficult and responsible task. It
could have a large impact on a success or failure of the whole project. These rules help to
develop an effective interface, but also impose some constraints on the designer, within
which the project should be developed. Also in the case of this project the general
principals must be put into practise as long as the main aim is to create the GUI, which will
be easy to learn, effective to use and satisfying for the user.

2.2. Case studies
At this stage of work some projects similar to this one were found in order to get familiar
with existing solutions in this area of research. At first some pollution simulators were
investigated with a special focus on their interfaces and methods of communication with
the user.

However, sometimes it was a difficult task, because the simulators usually were not free
and the only way of getting information about them was by reading the documentation
available on the web sites. In spite of this some relevant conclusions were drawn and
presented below.
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2.2.1. Aeolius Full and Lagrangian Atmospheric Dispersion Model
The first simulator taken into consideration was Aeolius Full, produced by the Met Office –
a weather forecasting service. Its description is available on the web site
(http://www.meto.govt.uk/environment/aeolius4.html).

This simulator calculates the pollutants’ concentration in a street canyon. However, it does
not have any Graphical User Interface. The communication with the user is based on the
information stored in files.

The user is expected to give all the input data into five input data files of the defined
format. These files contain information about traffic intensity in a street as well as
meteorological data necessary for calculations.

The results of the simulation are written into one output file. However, the user is advised
to be careful, because if the previous output file already exists, it will be overwritten.

The second simulator, which indicates the similar approach to issues concerning
cooperation with the user, is LADM (Lagrangian Atmospheric Dispersion Model), an air
quality modelling system created in 90s. The description and user manual are available on
the web site (http://www.dar.csiro.au/res/aq/ladm_users.htm).
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This simulator is also processing data arranged into files of the specified format. The user
must type in at first the input data and then read the output data from output files after
finishing the simulation.

The simulators described above have no GUI and the communication is based on the
information stored in files. This kind of interface is very uncomfortable and makes the
program difficult to use and definitely not user friendly. The user must be very careful not
to make a mistake during typing data into an input file and there is no possibility of
checking these data except reading enigmatic numbers. Moreover, the results are not
presented clearly to the user and it is quite hard to compare the output data from two
different situations. It means that such a program does not support “what-if” questions and
the user has to find their own way of doing this.

These programs could be appropriate for people interested only in the numerical results of
calculations. However, the majority of users are expecting something more. Of course, the
program without GUI could not be used for educational purposes. Showing only large
amounts of numbers would very quickly discourage the users and make them reluctant to
any further demonstration.

2.2.2. Urban Air Quality Management System
The next simulator analysed during the case studies was ADMS – Urban Air Quality
Management System. It was created by CERC – Cambridge Environmental Research
Consultants.
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Contrary to the simulators described above, this one has very good and well-designed
Graphical User Interface. The results are presented to the user in the form of map, where
different colours indicate the concentration of pollution. The relevant screenshot is shown
in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. ADMS – Urban Air Quality Management System (screenshot).

The interface is clear and it is relatively easy to identify and apply the possible functions of
this program. Also the visualisation of obtained results is on a very high level. This
program can be used intuitively and therefore should be quite easy to operate after short
period of learning. Although it offers many different options, because of GUI it is
appropriate even for inexperienced users.
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On the other hand, some small disadvantages can be also observed at this screenshot. To
identify the level of pollution only seven colours were used. This fact of course imposes
considerable constraints on the possibilities of presenting the concentration of pollutants.
The user is informed only about the approximate value of the concentration and the most
precise data could not be derived from the map.

Figure 2.2. ADMS – Urban Air Quality Management System (screenshot).

The screenshot presented in Figure 2.2. delivers further conclusions. This is an example of
combining photographic pictures with artificial, computer-generated images. The airplane
photo of the simulated area has been overlapped by colour spots indicating pollution.

The final visual effect could be evaluated in many different ways. However, the
background picture is realistic and smooth while the overlapping layer is evidently artificial
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and as the result the whole picture looks rather strange. Moreover, it is very difficult and
CPU time-consuming to zoom such a combination of images.

2.2.3. Atmospheric Science Research Group
The next two simulators were produced by Atmospheric Science Research Group. On the
web site (http://www.herts.ac.uk/natsci/Env/Research/ASRG) some maps generated by the
simulators are presented.

The first simulator models air quality on a local and urban scale. A map of predicted annual
nitrogen dioxide concentration in London (1998) is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. ASRG – predicted annual nitrogen dioxide concentration in London (1998)

The concentration of the pollutant is presented in a clear, effective way. The information is
properly conveyed to the user. However, the main drawback of this presentation is the fact
that the whole area is divided into a number of small squares, which are visible on the
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display. The colour shades are not interpolated and the final visual effect is similar to
displays with very low resolution.

The second screenshot was delivered by the development of emission inventories and is
shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. ASRG – The development of emission inventories.

This screenshot also presents the level of pollution on the map of the simulated area.
However, this time the picture is quite ambiguous and it does not convey straightforwardly
the information. Some reasons for this could be identified.

At first, only five colours were used, which is too little for such an image. Moreover, these
colours are not coherent and it is impossible to assign the level of pollution to the particular
colour without looking at the legend.
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The next problem is similar to that identified in the previous screenshot. The whole map is
divided into small squares, where shades tell us about the level of pollution. However, the
squares are relatively big and their colours are not interpolated. Nevertheless, even if the
interpolation were applied, the result would not be better, because the colours are derived
from different places of the shade scale and in the effect the interpolated colour could be
different from both previous colours.

This all contributes to a rather poor visual effect. The map does not fulfil its function and
this is an example of inefficient GUI.

2.2.4. Traffic Game
The last program analysed during these case studies was Traffic Game illustrating the
problem of traffic and the possibilities given by the mass transit in the city of Nottingham.
Although the idea of this program is different from simulation of pollution, the user
interface is rather similar. It presents a map of the city with highlighted streets or
crossroads. Therefore it could be useful to focus on the solution applied in this project.

The GUI consists of a map containing a piece of a larger bitmap of the city and the smaller
map used as an orientation map, where the whole, but belittled bitmap is displayed. There
are also some buttons and controls very important for the game, but they are not taken into
consideration during this investigation. The layout of the screen is shown in Figure 2.5.

The main idea of the interface is to show the map of the city to the user. The problem is that
the map is relatively big and therefore the whole cannot be shown at once. This was solved
17

by showing two maps in different scale, which enables the user to watch in a bigger scale
only the area selected in the orientation map. This solution delivers an easy and quick way
of moving the focus from one place to another.

Figure 2.5. The Traffic Game – Graphical User Interface (screenshot).

Although the idea of presenting the map is good and effective, the performance is a little bit
worse. The main disadvantage is that the area shown in a bigger map does not exactly refer
to the area selected in the orientation map. This is a small error, but makes the whole
system more difficult to use. Moreover, it is not indicated, which piece of the orientation
map is actually enlarged and shown as the bigger map.
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The area presented as the big map could be moved by dragging it with the right button of
the mouse. This solution is not effective enough, because at once the maximum movement
is constrained by width or height of the big map. The next drawback connected with
displaying the map is that the scale of the map is fixed and cannot be changed by zooming.

The next important drawback is that the window is not scalable. All the elements have fixed
size and alignment and therefore when the resolution of the monitor is high and size of the
window large, the most right and bottom areas of it contain an empty space, which is
against the rule of symmetrical and balanced alignment of the elements within a window.
This situation is shown on the screenshot.

2.2.5. Conclusions of the case studies
Many solutions connected with visualising the results of simulation of pollution applied in
previous projects were presented during this case study. It helped to identify some
problems, which appear during designing the user interface and the visualisation. These
problems are often common to many projects and similar mistakes were repeated.

However, the main reason for conducting this case study was not only finding errors and
bad solutions, but to learn from them and avoid them in this project. This case study helped
to compile and deploy new solutions, which should be better than these, which had been
already applied. These solutions will be presented in Chapter 3 (New ideas).
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2.3. Limitations resulting from assumptions of this project
The first group of limitations characteristic of this project is delivered by its nature. The
aim is to create a real-time application, which is an important matter for educational
programs. The program should be interactive with the user and therefore the calculations
must not take too much time, because then the application is in some way absent and the
user has to wait, which is always uncomfortable.

Therefore the most time-consuming areas should be identified and their complexity
decreased to the necessary minimum. There are two main sources of possible latency.

The first one is the simulation process. It must be proceeded every time the next frame is to
be calculated and is a quite complex process. The concentration of pollution must be
simulated for every square, which for thousands of squares can consume relatively long
period of time. Therefore the simulation calculations should be simplified as much as
possible. Of course, these simplifying operations could not be too far reaching as the
simulation is expected to be realistic.

The second source of possible problems with speed lies in the visualisation. The simulated
area could be quite large and therefore the drawing algorithms will result from some kind
of a trade-off between the time complexity and the quality of the display. For example it
would be desired to interpolate the colours within the map in order to avoid sudden changes
of colours, but this interpolation has to be done for every pixel and could be time
consuming. Moreover, the better and more accurate interpolation, the better visual effect,
but also the longer time spent on calculations. The most important is to find such a solution,
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which could meet either the requirement of quick calculations or the requirement of a
satisfying display.

The next group of limitations is connected with the environment. As it has been already
said, the software is developed under Microsoft Visual C++ and is based on the Microsoft
Foundation Classes (MFC) library. The MFC library makes the development of an interface
easier and quicker by providing the object-oriented structure of classes, which enable
creation and formatting the most popular elements of the Windows interface. It is therefore
rather easy and straightforward to design elements like buttons, edit boxes, scrollbars,
dialogs and many others. However, these advantages are not for free. The problem appears,
when it is desired to create something new, original, not conforming to established
standards. Sometimes it does not have to be something special. It could be an element or a
function, which just has not been foreseen by the MFC creators.

Sometimes these limitations are hard to overcome and consume a lot of effort. Therefore
these constraints must be taken into consideration during the designing stage to estimate the
required effort properly. It must be decided whether it is reasonable and beneficial to
develop something new or rather apply the existing solutions.

On the other hand, this situation contributes to establishing a standardised approach to the
design of user interfaces. Because of that, interfaces are rather similar, easy to learn and
use. When the user is skilled in using one interface, she or he probably will have no
problems with adapting to the new one. Therefore this standardisation and lack of
originality in the area of the user interface design is rather desirable.
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2.4. Summary of the chapter
The aim of this chapter was to identify, describe and analyse the limitations, within which
the project can be developed. This was achieved by analysing the rules of the visual design,
conducting some case studies and defining the limitations deriving from the requirements
of this project.

This helped to find the most important problems and issues, which must be overcome
during the development. However, the target of this chapter was only to identify and
describe these limitations. The analyse of the possible solutions to the problems as well as
choosing the best ones will be conducted in chapter 3 (New ideas).
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3. New ideas

In the previous chapter some limitations, problems and difficulties were identified and
described. Many of them appeared in the already developed projects similar to this one and
therefore the case study was very helpful. In this chapter many solutions or ideas will be
presented and the best and most appropriate will be chosen to avoid or overcome the
identified problems in the development stage. Also issues connected with development
methodology will be presented and discussed.

At the beginning of this chapter the question how the project should be developed most
effectively and efficiently should be answered. Many different ways of developing
information systems will be described and the most appropriate for this project will be
chosen.

After that issues connected with the user interface and the methods of interaction with the
user will be addressed.

At the end of this chapter different visualisation techniques will be presented and the most
appropriate and efficient will be chosen.

3.1. System development methodologies
Developing an information system is a complex activity and must be organised in some
way. There exist many various approaches to system development which may be used on
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IS projects. They are formally termed lifecycle models and help to organise the work better
and make the development more efficient. The lifecycle models cover all the areas and
activities, which are connected with developing an information system.

According to Don Yeates and James Cadle (1996), the selection of an appropriate system
development lifecycle model is not an easy task and has a considerable influence on a
success or failure of a project. Therefore it should be preceded by very careful and deep
analyse of the nature of the developed system.

Generally, there are two basic models, which represent totally different approaches to the
system development. These are The Waterfall Model and The Spiral Model. These models
are described in details and compared below.

3.1.1. The Waterfall Model
The situation on the computer market in the early 1970s was not brilliant. A considerable
number of computer projects was abandoned and many projects did not manage to meet the
requirements. The reason of this lied in the lack of a formalised approach to a system
development. The projects were becoming more and more complex and there was a need
for better solutions of managing them.

The answer was given by W. Royce (1970), who introduced the waterfall model. It works
by breaking the work down into a number of sequential sections or stages. Each stage must
be completed before the work starts on the following stage. Usually these stages are:
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feasibility study, defining the requirements, product design, coding, implementation, testing
and maintenance.

Before moving to the next stage verification and validation of the work must be conducted.
Verification answers the question if the product is being built in the right way, whereas
validation says if the product being built is the right product. This approach assures a high
quality of released product.

The waterfall model is a base for many different and more sophisticated system
development sequential models, which work by dividing the work into consecutive stages.
Among them are: The “b” Model, The ”V” Model, The Incremental Model and also,
popular nowadays, structured methods like SSADM.

Sequential models have many advantages. They are sequencing the activities, help to
organise the work and also support project management planning and control techniques.
Moreover, through validation and verification quality management issues are addressed.

The waterfall model is appropriate for situations where the requirements are well
understood, clearly defined and the business area is not likely to undergo significant
business change. Then the whole work can be identified and divided into smaller tasks,
which can be done sequentially.

On the other hand, the waterfall model does not work well in dynamic environments, where
the likelihood of changes to the requirements is rather high and it is impossible to plan the
whole work at the beginning.
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3.1.2. The Spiral Model
The waterfall model was a good approach and helped to organise the work better and more
efficiently. However, it does not support changes to the specification and therefore is not
appropriate for all projects. There was a need for a new approach, which could help to
develop the project even with poorly defined requirements at the beginning.

The solution was an evolutionary and iterative approach to systems development
introduced by Barry Boehm (1988). His spiral model divides the work into single cycles,
which could be repeated iteratively until the project is finished.

A single cycle consists of four main stages, which cover:
a) Determining the objectives and identifying the alternatives and constraints,
b) Evaluation of the alternatives and risk analysis; at the end of this stage a prototype
is produced,
c) Development stage: defining the requirements, product design, implementation,
validation and verification tests,
d) Planning of the next phase.

This model enables to define requirements during a project development and needs only
some of them at the beginning. This approach protects also from sudden changes of a
specification, environment and other conditions. It also assures constant cooperation with
users, who have to define or precise the requirements every time before starting a new
cycle.
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The incremental model also delivers prototypes, which must be accepted by the users.
Prototyping is a very important issue and it helps to prevent the situations, where the final
product must be totally changed because of misunderstanding of the users’ requirements.

Therefore, the spiral model is useful and appropriate for projects, which does not have well
understood business requirements and the system is likely to undergo radical change.

The spiral model was the base for other methodologies applying the incremental approach
like Rapid Application Development (RAD), which is gaining in popularity nowadays or
Dynamic System Development Model (DSDM), which is also a very popular standard.

3.1.3. The methodology suitable for this project
Before choosing the best approach to this project development, some issues connected with
the project nature must be taken into consideration. Two main sources of information,
which should have the biggest significance for the decision, could be identified. The first is
the fact that the main aim of this project is to create the user interface, so the users should
have considerable influence on the development. The second thing is that this project is
being developed in parallel with two other projects, with which it will closely cooperate.

According to David Redmond-Pyle and Alan Moore (1995), the best solution to achieve the
objective of usability of GUI is to introduce a prototyping loop. At first an initial design
should be produced, then prototyped, problems and potential improvements should be
identified. Then the loop can be repeated until the effect is satisfying.
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In regards to the methodology, Redmond-Pyle and Moore recommend two approaches. The
first one is the incremental model derived from the waterfall model. The whole work is
divided into a number of increments and each of them delivers a single prototype. Each
increment is concerned with a different part of the system. This model supports prototyping
and can be very useful in designing the GUI, because the users could have a considerable
influence on the development.

Except prototyping, the incremental model has also other important advantages. Among
them, Redmond-Pyle and Moore see the possibility of receiving some business benefits
earlier, better change management and the reduction of the risk of failure.

The second approach is based on the spiral model and there the GUI design is an iterative
process. In contrast to the incremental model, each iteration is concerned with redesigning
or extending the same part of the system. Each cycle consists of three activities:
a) Design
b) Prototype
c) Evaluate
This iteration should be repeated until finalising the design.

To choose the best methodology, the nature of this project must be at first discussed. This
project is dependent on the two others. The first one, developed by Dariusz Garbowski, will
analyse photographic pictures taken in the streets and calculate values characteristic of
these streets. The second project, developed by Michal Kozielski, will prepare a database
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for these data and implement the simulation modelling algorithms. The dependencies
between these three projects are presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. The dependencies between the three projects concerning a problem of
pollution dispersion in a city

The first project will deliver a data store in a form of a file with data describing the
simulated area. To provide a good cooperation with this project, a format and containment
of this file must be agreed between the authors. However, the flow of data will be possible
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at the later stage of the project, when the database and the visualising tools are
implemented. Moreover, the exact containment of the delivered data store also will be
known later, when Dariusz Garbowski conducts the feasibility study and knows what kind
of data he is able to deliver.

The second project is closer connected to this one, because the software produced by both
projects will be compiled together. This brings the requirements of compatibility and
cooperation to the higher level. The aim of this project is to visualise the data resulting
from the simulation. But the main problem is that these projects are developed in parallel
and the character and containment of the data delivered by the simulation will be known
after finding the appropriate model.

For example, at the beginning it was thought that only streets would be visualised with
height of surrounding them buildings and the calculated level of pollution in these streets.
However, after research studies it occurred that the whole area will be divided into squares,
for which the level of pollution would be calculated and visualised afterwards. This
situation shows that the requirements for the visualisation are strongly dependent on the
assumptions of the simulation model and therefore could not be clearly defined at the
beginning.

These two main issues described above are very helpful in choosing the methodology most
suitable for this project. The fact that this project should produce the user interface narrows
the choice to two system development models:
a) The incremental model,
b) The spiral model.
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The choice between these two models would be easier to make after focusing on the issues
concerning the cooperation between this project and two others. This cooperation imposes
rather poor definition of requirements at the beginning. The requirements and details
concerning the project development will be settled in parallel with the progress of the
research and work in the area of two other projects.

According to Yeates and Cadle (1996), dealing with a poor definition of requirements and a
high level of uncertainty and developing the project under such conditions is well supported
by the spiral model. Using the waterfall model, which the incremental model is derived
from, is not advised and reasonable in this situation.

Therefore, it has been decided that this project will be developed iteratively and the
methodology will be based on the spiral model. At first a prototype of the interface would
be produced as soon as possible to deliver an idea of its layout and functionality to the
supervisor. The aim would be to deliver the appearance most similar to the final one in the
shortest possible time. After that the system would be further iteratively developed and
when it is only possible, the connections with other projects will be established. The
iterative development should lead to reaching the full functionality and usability of the user
interface.

3.2. The user interface and interaction with the user
In the previous chapter (Limitations) it has been described and proven that, contrary to the
common believe, the GUI design is a difficult and quite responsible task. Therefore, some
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rules of the visual design were quoted and case studies conducted to identify and point out
the most common mistakes in the past projects considered as similar to this one. Now the
solutions applied to this project and trials to avoid the previous mistakes will be presented.

At first, before designing the user interface, some mechanisms of interaction with the user
must be found and compiled. Although the requirements at the beginning were rather misty,
it was established that the general cycle of working with the program would be as
described.

In the first stage of the cycle the user would set all the conditions needed for the simulation.
It would be also possible to create functions of emitted pollution, edit them and assign them
to the streets displayed on the main map. This would be possible by selecting the streets
(from one crossroad to another with one click of mouse) and assigning a function to them.
A period of time (not real, but simulated), in which the next frame would appear, also
would be possible to be settled.

When everything was ready, the user would be able to trigger the simulation in two
different variants. In the first one the process of simulation would proceed to calculate the
data for the next frame, which would be visualised. After that the simulation would
automatically start to calculate the next frame. This iterative process would be repeated
until stopping it by a user. Then the cycle would be closed and it would be possible to set
the conditions again.
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The second possibility would allow simulate only one frame, which would be visualised
and the cycle would finish. Of course, the user would be able to choose different modes
alternately, one after another.

The frames resulting from the history of the simulation would be stored to make it possible
to replay the whole process many times in different speeds. It would be useful to notice
some details concerning the spread of pollution. The history of the simulation would create
a document, which the user would be able to save to a file and to open an existing one as
well.

The main idea of the interaction with the user has been presented above and is illustrated in
Figure 3.2. Now the user interface must be planned and designed to deploy the described
mechanisms in the most efficient and useful way, which could be satisfying and easy to
understand for the user.

Figure 3.2. The main interaction cycle

A very important thing, identified as crucial to the usability of the user interface, is the
layout of the window. All the elements should be well aligned and although these are
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separate parts, they should also match each other, be compatible and just work together.
However, to achieve this aim, at first it is necessary to identify these elements. Analysing
the project and taking into consideration an ambiguity of the requirements, at the beginning
it was possible to identify these elements of the user interface:
a) Buttons and other items enabling to control and steer the simulation,
b) A clock showing the simulation time,
c) A wind control to set a velocity and direction of wind,
d) A control of other weather conditions, which can be taken into account during the
simulation,
e) A control enabling watching previously recorded frames of simulation,
f) A tool for creation and edition the emission functions,
g) A navigation map,
h) A big map, where the visualisation would take place,
i) A legend for the displayed map.

There are also some standard items common to many windows applications like the main
menu or toolbar. The submenus of the main menu as well as buttons of the toolbar are
described further in the description of particular interface functions.

It has been decided that the items connected with controlling the simulation such as
triggering the simulation process or stopping it, would be placed on the toolbar in a form of
small buttons. The reason for this decision was that these items would be used very often
and therefore should be within an easy reach, which a one-click mouse operation is
considered to be. However, the user could access these options also by using the main
menu (the simulation submenu).
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More sophisticated options concerning controlling the simulation like setting the step
length or the simulation triggering frequency are available only from the main menu. They
were considered as used rather seldom and not requiring an easy access from the toolbar.
Placing them there would have dimmed the toolbar and the interface as the whole could
have lost its transparency and straightforwardness.

The toolbar would contain, apart from buttons starting standard operations on documents
such as opening or saving a document and the operations described above, also buttons
triggering creation and edition of emission functions and, what occurred in later stages of
the development, two buttons enabling zooming the map in and out. The final appearance
of the toolbar is presented in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. The toolbar – final appearance

It is worth noticing that the icons were designed carefully so that they indicate the function
of a button. The common schemes for presenting “play”, “stop” or “zoom” buttons have
been applied. They are not original, but their role is to convey useful information in a quick
and effective way.

Controlling the wind is a very important activity and probably would be done quite often.
Therefore the interface should offer an easy way of doing this. The answer to this need
would be in a form of a picture, which shows the wind direction with an arrow. The
direction of an arrow could be changed by clicking with a mouse button. The velocity
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would be presented and set by a slider and an edit box joined together. The change of one
would automatically change the other.

To watch the previously recorded processes, some kind of a replay control would be
introduced. It should contain buttons for starting and stopping the replay and a slider
indicating a current position of a “movie”.

The elements described above (i.e. the wind control and the replay control) as well as the
other weather condition control, the navigation map and the legend would be designed as
dialog bars, which can be moved, closed, opened from the main menu (the view submenu)
and docked to the every edge of the window. The rest of the area of the window left in the
middle would be used to present the visualised map.

The recommended, designed and most usable alignment of these dialog bars would be
delivered, but the user would be able to conform the layout to her or his particular needs
and requirements. For example, if the screen has low resolution, the legend could be closed
to gain some space to visualise a bigger part of the map. This dynamic layout of the
interface gives the user some kind of flexibility in using and interacting with the program
and therefore provides a higher level of satisfaction.

This solution has another very useful advantage. When the dialog bars are docked, which is
thought to be a custom situation and a size of the window is changed, the dialog bars are
always “glued” to the edges and only a size of the visualisation area is changed. This is a
very important issue, because it guarantees that the window will preserve its symmetry and
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visual balance. This makes the window scalable, which effectively breaks the limitation
identified in The Traffic Game during the case study in chapter 2 (Limitations).

The MFC library supports the designing and deployment of dialog bars by providing a
CDialogBar class and this possibility would be utilised during the software development
stage.

The next very important task of this user interface is to give a possibility of creation and
edition of the functions of emitted pollution. The creation and edition can be accessed from
the toolbar and from the main menu (the function submenu). The edition is done by a
modal dialog, where all existing functions are listed. Every row of the list contains a name
of a function and a number of streets that this function has been assigned to. These
information were thought to be the most important to identify a function. The user can
select one and only one function and, after that, is enabled to delete this function or to edit
it.

The option of edition leads to a new dialog, which is the same as that, which appears when
a new function is created. Twenty-four values of emitted pollution (one for each hour of
day and night) scaled from 0 to 100 are presented in a form of vertical bars coloured
accordingly to the level of emission. The height of the bar indicates the level of pollution
every hour. The exact value is also displayed over the bar. The user could change these bars
by single clicking on them and choosing the desired value by this operation. The function
created in this process could be saved afterwards. If it is a new function, the user will be
asked to give a name for the function. This idea provides a transparent and easy to
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understand mechanism of interaction with the user, in which the communication is effective
and clear. This solution undoubtedly could be considered as a usable one.

There is also a number of reassuring and informing messages, which are shown in the most
important moments. Their function is to prevent the user from doing some unwanted
actions, which could have far reaching consequences.

The user interface has been designed carefully and the rules described in Chapter 2
(Limitations) were taken into consideration. This helped to create an efficient and usable
interface. Of course, not all of the assumptions made at the beginning of the project
development will be fulfilled at the later stages, but it cannot be avoided because of an
ambiguity of requirements. This fact could have some impact on the final shape of the
interface, but the general ideas presented here should not be changed.

3.3. The visualisation
The visualisation is the very important part of the user interface, which is responsible for
conveying information concerning the level of pollution concentration as a function of
geographical position. As it has been mentioned before, this task will be achieved in a form
of a map of the simulated area.

The simulated area will be a square of 2 x 2 km and the map of it should be larger than a
size of the window to present all the details. Therefore there should exist a mechanism,
which would allow showing only a part of this map and provide a possibility of moving to
another part in an easy and efficient way.
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The first solution to this problem is delivered by the navigation map. The navigation map is
a small map placed in a dialog bar, described previously in this chapter and containing the
whole map in a small scale. This is a tourist or road map in a form of a bitmap and it
always identifies the part of the simulated map, which is actually shown in the main
window. The user will be also able to change the shown area by clicking on the navigation
map.

The second possibility of changing the viewed area is provided by scrollbars. They indicate
the current position on the map and also allow moving it by dragging the scrollbars. This
solution is supported by the MFC library in a form of CScrollView class.

The program gives also a possibility of zooming the map and setting the scale, in which it
is shown. This tool is very useful and allows see the whole map when the user wants to
focus on the general directions of the spread of pollution and on the other hand allows also
concentrate on the details, when it is desired.

These three solutions have successfully overcome the problems identified in The Traffic
Game during the case study. To remind, there was no information about which part of the
map is being shown (in this project this aim is reached by the navigation map and the
scrollbars) and the map was presented in only one fixed scale (it is overcome by zooming
facilities). Moreover, it is much easier and effective to move the selected area of the map by
scrollbars than by dragging the map with a mouse button.
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In many previous projects a tourist map or an airplane photo in a form of a bitmap was
combined with artificial images identifying the level of pollution. However, this solution
was not always effective and sometimes resulted in a poor visual effect, especially when
some parts of an original map were overlapped by extensive colour stains produced by a
computer.

Moreover, it is quite difficult and CPU time-consuming to zoom a bitmap. To do it
properly, sophisticated scaling techniques should be applied. Otherwise, some information
could be lost and a bitmap could lose its smoothness. It is much more efficient and effective
to scale a vector map, which is whole created artificially.

Therefore it has been decided to visualise the data in a form of a vector map, which has two
layers. The first layer is made of a grid of squares indicating the level of pollution on the
whole area. The second layer is created by streets and buildings and overlaps the first one.
This overlapping does not eliminate the information conveyed by the first layer, because
the second layer (i.e. streets) covers relatively small area.

To deliver two different categories of information concerning the level of pollution
concentration (the first layer) and the height of the buildings (the second layer), two scales
of colours must be deployed.

The colour value in the Visual C++ is represented by a four-byte number. The youngest
byte contains information about red, the second about green and the third about blue colour
contribution. The oldest byte is not used. Therefore, in a hexadecimal format this number
can be written as 0x00BBGGRR, where B – blue, G – green, R – red.
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To visualise the level of pollution concentration, a smooth scale of colours from green to
red was used. The scale deployed in this case starts with 0x0000FF60 (Green = 0xFF, Red
= 0x60). This is a light green colour and indicates the lowest level of pollution
concentration. To the one-third of the scale (i.e. to the value of 33) the red colour
contribution is proportionally incremented to the value of 0xFF. Hence, for the level of
pollution equal to 33 the colour representation is 0x000FFFF and it is yellow. Then, to the
value of pollution equal to 100, which is a maximum, the green colour contribution is
proportionally decremented to the value of 0x30. Therefore, at the end of the scale the
colour reaches the value 0x0030FF, which is the red colour. This scale allows interpolation
of colours. A new colour, which should lie between two other can be calculated by linearly
interpolating the values of red and green contribution of the known colours.

The second information that needs visualising is a height of the buildings. In this case a
grey scale has been used. Grey shades have all three contributions of red, green and blue
equal. The starting colour (for the height of 0 metres) is 0x0DDDDDD. Each contribution
is linearly incremented to the value of 0x05D5D5D for the height value of 50 metres.

These two scales do not have common points, therefore they are easy to be distinguished
and are working well together. There is also a need for additional colour indicating streets
selected by the user. This could be a blue colour, which is not present in neither of both
scales.

The level of pollution concentration is calculated for every square. However, changes
between two neighbouring squares could be considerable and therefore after visualising the
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border between these squares could be visible and unrealistic. In the reality the level of
pollution concentration changes continuously and this smoothness should be also
visualised.

The solution to this problem is an interpolation of colour values based on the colour values
in the centres of the squares, which are calculated on the base of the values of pollution
concentration delivered by the simulation. However, interpolation could be quite timeconsuming and could cause some latency. Of course, time of calculations depends on
sophistication of the interpolation technique.

Therefore, only linear, based on the four nearest points, interpolation could be taken into
consideration. More sophisticated techniques, calculating two dimensional spline functions
based on all the points and preserving a continuity of a first derivative result in a very good
visual effect, but are very time-consuming and therefore not appropriate for real-time
adaptations.

The technique, which could be taken into consideration in this case, allows calculate the
value in every point of the square, in which the values in its corners are given. This
technique is presented in Figure 3.4. At first the values in every point of the right and left
edges of the square must be calculated. After that the problem is divided into calculating
the values in every point of a segment, which has the values given at its ends.
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Figure 3.4. The interpolation technique

The values could be interpolated for every pixel and this would be the best solution from
visual point of view. However, during the development phase it may occur that the number
of pixels is too large and this operation is too much time-consuming. This could be solved
by interpolating the value for groups of pixels or by splitting the original grid of squares
into a new grid with a higher resolution and calculating for example sixteen values for each
original square in a place of one original value. The choice of different techniques could
provide different levels of smoothness. This allows a trade-off between the time of
interpolation and visual results. The advantage of the second solution is that it provides an
independence of the processing complexity from actual zoom settings and screen
resolution. It depends only on a size of the grid, which is constant for a particular database.

Applying the smooth scale of shades and implementing interpolation algorithms allow
overcome the problems identified in Chapter 2 (Limitations) during the case study (ASRG
project and ADMS – Urban project).
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3.4. Summary of the chapter
The main ideas and solutions, which will be applied during the project development have
been presented and discussed in this chapter. Of course, some of the details could be
changed if unforeseen problems occur, but the general approach is likely to stay the same.
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4. Software development

In this chapter it is described how the ideas presented in the previous chapter have been
applied and implemented during the project development. Also the issues concerning the
chosen methodology are addressed and particular approaches to solving the most important
problems, which appeared during the development, are described.

4.1. Environmental settings
It has been decided to develop the project under the Microsoft Visual C++ with using the
MFC library. The reasons for this choice has been described and discussed earlier in the
previous chapters. However, within this environment there are different options of
developing software.

The MFC library provides a general object-oriented architecture of a code. However, at
first some assumptions must be made to set up the configuration. It is possible to develop
the application in three different ways:
a) Dialog based application,
b) Single document application,
c) Multiple document application.

The dialog-based option is the simplest one and is appropriate for small applications with a
low level of sophistication. Therefore, in the case of this project this possibility was not
taken into consideration because of too small a flexibility.
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The document-based architecture provides a division of code into a document part
containing and processing data and a view part consisting of algorithms showing the
document to a user. One document could have many different views visualising, in a main
window, different types of data provided by the document. This architecture (presented in
Figure 4.1.) imposes and supports object-oriented programming during the development
stage, which helps to organise the code and manage its complexity better and more
effectively. Also separation of the user interface part from the rest of the code, in the form
of a main window class, helps to design and create the GUI in a more efficient way and is
the considerable advantage of this architecture.

Figure 4.1. The document-based application architecture

An application can give a possibility of opening many different documents (e.g. texts in a
word processor) and switching between them. This is provided by a multiple document
architecture. However, in the case of this project this solution would not be very useful. It
would not be helpful for a user to have many documents opened. Moreover, one document
of the application created by this project is consuming a considerable amount of memory,
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so in the case of a multiple document architecture some serious memory problems could
have occurred. Therefore it has been decided to develop this project as a single document
application (SDI).

4.2. Details of the methodology
In Chapter 3 (New ideas) the arguments for applying the spiral-model-based methodology
to this project have been presented. However, the iterative approach is a general rule and
each project is different. Therefore the details of a single cycle must be established for a
particular project.

In the case of this project, after taking into account all the circumstances, it had been
decided that a single cycle would consist of four main parts:
a) Plan the work resulting from the requirements,
b) Reach a tangible visual effect as soon as possible,
c) Assess the prototype, introduce corrections and upgrades,
d) Add functionality and establish connections with the document.
This cycle was repeated for each item of the user interface and the visualisation until
reaching the full functionality and desired efficiency. The cycle is presented in Figure 4.2.

The planning stages were based on the requirements defined at the beginning of each cycle.
It had to be estimated what area of work could be planned and undertaken without taking
the risk of changing the requirements concerning the area being developed during the cycle.
At the beginning of each cycle some requirements had been already defined, some were
fuzzy and unsure and some were not known at all. It was therefore necessary to distinguish
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between these groups, choose the best defined and most unlikely to be changed
requirements and base the planning only on them.

Figure 4.2. The cycle of the project development

Reaching a tangible visual effect as soon as possible was a reasonable solution. At first it
must be noticed that visual environments support visual design and it is possible to produce
a visual prototype of a final version at a relatively small cost of work. Such a prototype
could have a very similar appearance to the final version and provides an idea of its
possible functionality. Prototypes resulting from the second stage were assessed afterwards
in order to find the advantages and remove the disadvantages of applied solutions. This
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approach provided large flexibility in developing the software, especially in introducing the
changes.

After verification and reassurance that the designed prototype was appropriate and the
proposed solutions could be applied and developed, the further functionality was added.
The working effort needed in the fourth stage usually was the most significant. That stage
covered the whole development of the visual elements designed at the prototyping stage.
The main aim was to add interaction to these elements and to provide a flow of data
between them and the document. An action of a user would result in introducing an
appropriate change to data contained by a document and also a change to document data
would cause a desired behaviour of the elements of the user interface.

After finishing one cycle the new requirements were expected to appear and the fuzzy
requirements were better defined. Therefore the next cycle could be started.

4.3. The history of the development
The presented cycle imposed the approach on the whole development and helped to
organise the work. It is presented below in details how these ideas were deployed during
the software development, how the work was divided into cycles and what was produced at
the end of each cycle. The overview of all cycles and the requirements delivered at the
beginning of each of them is presented in Figure 4.3.
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4.3.1. The first cycle – the rough version of GUI
When the project was started very few requirements were known. It was clear that the
program should simulate the spread of pollution in a city, but no details about the
simulation input data, methods of interaction and ways of visualisation were known.

Figure 4.3. The development process
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It was soon clarified that the simulation would be based on data concerning levels of
emission of traffic pollution in the streets and also weather conditions, among which wind
velocity and direction were considered as the most important factors. These data would
have to be delivered by the user interface. It was also decided that the results of the
simulation should be visualised in the form of a map.

These requirements, although rather fuzzy and poorly defined, allowed some assumptions
to be made about the project. At the beginning, the general interaction cycle (not
concerning the simulation process directly) was compiled, which delivered an idea of the
basic functions of the user interface. It was established that the user interface should
contain two maps (a small navigation map and a bigger one, where the data would be
visualised), an item controlling the wind, an item for setting other weather conditions and
also some items for controlling the simulation. This allowed the invention of visual
representation for these elements and design of the screen layout.

It was considered reasonable to produce a prototype, which would have all the items
thought to be present in the final version. This prototype was produced with the minimal
necessary effort to gain an acceptance of general ideas concerning the user interface. The
screenshot of the first prototype is presented in Figure 4.4.

The prototype had no functionality and visual parts were not connected with the document.
Almost all of the elements responsible for the communication were designed as dialog bars
(based on the MFC CDialogBar class), which allowed the user to change the position and
alignment of the elements. The interactive elements like the wind control or menu were not
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working at this stage but it could be imagined how they would work in the future. The
visualisation elements were not developed in this cycle because of a high level of
uncertainty. The only empty place in the main window was planned to be occupied by the
visualisation map. It was also decided that the level of pollution and height of the buildings
should be presented on the map by applying two different scales of shades.

Figure 4.4. The first prototype screenshot

The first prototype was wholly accepted as an appropriate approach, which could have been
further developed. It was only advised to create a legend window, where the described
scales would be presented. At that point of development the details of the scales were not
known and only an empty window was created to plan the screen layout.
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After that, some functionality was added. The main menu was developed so that the choice
of a particular option by the user caused a call of an appropriate function. The code
responsible for this option was planned to be placed in a later stage of the development.
Also the possibility of showing and hiding the dialog bars through the main menu was
added.

Some algorithms and functions responsible for synchronisation and exchanging the data
were added as well. The problem of exchanging the data in the right direction and in a
proper moment was solved by two functions: ReadUserData and ShowNewData.

The function ReadUserData is a member function of the document and its aim is to change
flags in all objects responsible for a data flow between the user and the document. The
same function is implemented in these objects and it changes the flag and calls the adequate
functions of objects down in the hierarchy. As an example the function from CMainFrame
class is presented:
void CMainFrame::ReadUserData(BOOL bRead)
{
m_bReadUserData=bRead;
m_wndWindControl.ReadUserData(m_bReadUserData);
m_wndWeatherCondition.ReadUserData(m_bReadUserData);
m_wndReplayControl.ReadUserData(m_bReadUserData);
}

When the flag is set, the user could interact with the elements. Otherwise these elements are
locked and data from the document are displayed. This is useful and very important to
distinguish between simulating and watching the recorded process of simulation. In the
second case the user is not allowed to change the conditions.
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The function ShowNewData is also a member function of the document and is working in a
very similar way. When it is called for objects, which have visual representation and the
bReadUserData is not set, the data are read from the document and displayed to the screen.

These solutions were very flexible and allowed the flow of data in many elements be
controlled by calling only once the function from the document. This simple mechanism
was an example of good planning and was very useful in later stages of the development.

The second very important issue solved in this cycle was connected with synchronisation.
The user was given a possibility of playing and recording the simulation with a desired
frequency set in the main menu. The MFC library provides a very useful tool, which was
applied in this case. There is a possibility of creating a timer, which is sending messages
with a settled frequency. These messages can be intercepted and it could be implemented to
call a specified function when the message appears. Below there is an example of using the
timer to synchronise the simulation process:
a) Initialisation:
m_bSimInProgress=true;
//set a flag that the simulation is running
SetTimer(IDCLK_ONSIM,100*m_nRecSpeed,NULL);
//the timer is set
//it will send a message every 100*m_nRecSpeed
//milliseconds

b) Intercepting the message:
void CMainFrame::OnTimer(UINT nIDEvent)
{
if(nIDEvent==IDCLK_ONSIM)
//the ID of the Simulation Timer recognised
{
if(m_bSimInProgress)//if the simulation is in progress
{
m_bSimInProgress=false;
pActiveDoc->MakeAStep();
//simulate the next frame of the simulation
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m_bSimInProgress=true;
}

}

}

Switching the flag m_bSimInProgress off before making a step and checking it at the
beginning prevents the function MakeAStep being called recursively when the previous call
has not been returned yet. This could have caused unpredicted serious consequences and
had to be avoided.

Of course many other mechanisms were added during the fourth stage of the first cycle and
only the two most interesting have been presented. The first cycle resulted in producing a
solid base for further development. The solutions were rather flexible, what allowed
conform to the requirements, which were defined later.

4.3.2. The wind control
After finishing the first cycle some requirements had been better defined. Among them
were these concerning wind velocity and direction. It had been settled that the velocity
would not be greater than 30 metres per second and that simulation would recognise eight
directions of wind (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW).

These data allowed the development of the wind control and to provide interaction. The
information about the wind is stored in the CConditions class contained by the document
(CPollutionSimulatorDoc) and passed to the database before starting the simulation. This
allowed information to be synchronised between the two projects.
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However, passing the wind direction is an interesting example of unforeseen problems
between the two projects developing the software (which would be compiled together). In
both projects the wind direction is indicated by a number (0 – 7). In this project 0 stands for
the West direction, 1 for SW, etc. in anticlockwise direction, whereas in the simulation 0
stands for NW and the next numbers follow in a clockwise direction. Of course, this
problem was solved very quickly and fortunately was identified before causing any
negative effects, but illustrates well that cooperation between two projects could be difficult
and must be organised and managed very carefully.

In the first stage the general appearance of the wind control had been planned (Figure 4.4.).
It had been decided that the wind direction would be identified by the arrow and changed
by clicking at the appropriate point of the picture. However, the details connected with the
number of possible directions led to a solution working by switching the bitmaps shown in
the wind control. There are eight bitmaps with eight different positions of the arrow, which
are displayed accordingly to a point having been clicked with a mouse button. This solution
gives an illusion that the arrow is movable and pinned to the picture in one point. Therefore
it is a usable, efficient and intuitive solution.

The wind velocity could be set in two different ways: by dragging the slider or by putting
the required value in the edit box. The change of a slider position should automatically
change the number displayed in the edit box and a change of the number should change the
position.

The prototype of this cycle provided mainly visual effects. The bitmaps had been prepared
and it was possible to change them, but without finding the appropriate picture after
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clicking. It was done just to reassure that the method of showing different pictures was
usable and provided acceptable visual effects. Also the slider was not connected with the
edit box. The prototype showed that the applied solutions were effective and could have
been further developed.

During the development stage, all the described aims were achieved and also connections
with the document were established. The flags constructed in the first cycle were used here
to provide a proper synchronisation and a data flow. The final appearance of the wind
control resulting from this cycle is presented in Figure 4.5. As a result of this stage three
new classes were implemented: CWindDialog, CWindPict and CWeatherConditionsDialog.

Figure 4.5. The wind control

4.3.3. The emission functions’ creation and edition tools
The next portion of requirements was concerning the functions of pollution emission,
which could be assigned to individual streets. It had been settled that such a function
would consist of 24 values scaled from 0 to 100 indicating the emission at each hour during
the day.
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It was planned that the problem of creation and edition of these functions would be solved
by designing two modal dialogs. The first one would show existing functions and give a
possibility of editing and deleting them. A name of a function and a number of streets it
would be assigned and displayed in the list. The second dialog would be used to edit and
create functions in a form of 24 vertical bars, which would change their height when
clicked with a mouse button.

The first dialog was developed at the prototyping stage and it did not require much effort.
The prototype of the second dialog provided bars with changeable height. Also the shade of
the bars was scaled from green to red according to the level of emission. Green represented
no pollution and red represented high pollution. However, some corrections and
improvements were necessary.

After clicking on the bar the whole picture was flickering during the redrawing actions.
However, this was not acceptable and this problem had to be solved during further
development. It was also noticed that it was difficult to find an exact value of the emission
only by observing the height of the bar.

The problem of flickering was solved by redrawing only the bar being changed. This made
the whole operation quicker and more effective. The effect of redrawing was invisible and
unnoticeable. The height of the bar was changing smoothly and immediately after clicking
on the bar.

The exact value of emission was displayed over each bar. Moreover, horizontal, thin lines
were added to compare visually the level of emission better. The final appearance of the
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dialog is presented in Figure 4.6. During the development, connections to the document and
further connections to the database were established to provide the flow of data. If the
function is new the user must give a name for this function and this task is provided by
another dialog. Also some comments were added to inform or prevent the user from
unwanted actions connected with deleting or saving the functions. As a result of this stage
three new classes were implemented: CFunEdit, CFunctionGraph, CFuncInput.

Figure 4.6. The function editor

In this cycle scales of shades were also compiled, because they were deployed in displaying
the bars. Therefore it was possible at that stage to finish the development of the legend and
draw the scales.

4.3.4. The visualization development
The development of the visualisation was divided into three cycles, which was caused by a
relatively large effort needed to implement it. However, the development of the
visualisation was mainly concerning CPollutionSimulatorView and CVisualisation classes,
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where all the algorithms were placed. Of course, these algorithms were deriving
information from the database through the document.

In the first cycle simple visualisation algorithms were implemented and as a result squares
and streets were shown in the main window. However, the visual effects were rather poor,
but the aim of this cycle was to establish a control over the scroll window and to create a
base for more sophisticated visualisation techniques development. In this stage there were
many prototypes, which were assessed and corrected and they eventually led to the final
version. The algorithms in this cycle did not use real data from the database and they were
visualising temporary, artificial data. The visual result of this cycle is presented in Figure
4.7.

Figure 4.7. The visualisation results after the first cycle
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The aims of the second cycle were concerning mainly the functionality of visualisation,
indicating a position of a mouse click, selecting the streets, assigning the functions of
emission to them and developing the navigation map. The visualisation techniques were not
taken into consideration during this phase. The area, which was visible on the main map,
was highlighted on the navigation map. Also connections between the navigation map and
the main map were established, so that a change of position of scrollbars resulted in a
change of the highlighted area on the navigation map. The final version of the navigation
map is presented in Figure 4.8. The whole streets from one crossroad to another could also
be selected at once by clicking on a street segment with a left button of mouse. After that,
by clicking with a right button a list of existing functions were displayed. The selected
function could be edited and assigned to the selected streets.

Figure 4.8. The navigation map – the final result

The most interesting was the third cycle of the visualisation implementation. The aim of
that cycle was to implement more sophisticated visualisation techniques like zooming and
interpolation. It had been decided to divide each original square into a number (further
called the interpolation factor) of smaller squares and interpolate the colour value for each
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of them. It was also planned to improve the visual effectiveness of displaying the street
segments.

The lessons derived from the prototype were mainly concerning the interpolation. It had
occurred that interpolating the shade values was not effective enough and did not work
properly because of faults in the floating-point operations. It was decided that instead of
correcting the possible mistakes and interpolating colour values, it would be easier, more
efficient and less time-consuming to interpolate the values of pollution and calculate the
shade value only once for each interpolated value of pollution of each small square. The
second conclusion concerning the interpolation was that clipping techniques would be
applied for the squares. The interpolation would not be conducted for squares positioned
outside the displayed area. It significantly decreased time consumed by the calculations,
especially in the situation, when a relatively small piece of the map was shown in the scroll
view.

The zooming was relatively easy to implement because of two reasons. The map was
vectorised and zooming was working only by multiplying appropriate values by a number
called the zooming factor. The second reason was that the code had been developed in a
flexible way, which supported any improvements or upgrades.

It had been decided to scale the zooming factor from 20% to 1000%. When the zooming
factor was equal to 100% (no zooming at all), the area covered by an original square was
400 pixels (a square of 20x20 pixels). Minimally (for the zooming factor of 20%) it
covered 16 pixels and maximally (for the zooming factor of 1000%) 40000 pixels.
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The interpolation was producing a satisfying visual effect and was not too much timeconsuming, when the map was shown in an original size and the interpolation factor was
equal to 16. However, it had occurred that the latency caused by the interpolation was
dependant on the zooming factor. For the zooming factor of 20% the whole map was
visible and all the squares had to be interpolated, which resulted in an unacceptable latency.
On the other hand, for bigger values of the zooming factor, only few squares were
displayed and others were skipped by the clipping algorithm. Therefore the latency was
unnoticeable, but the visual effects were not satisfying because of a too small interpolation
factor.

This problem was solved by making the interpolation factor dependant on the actual value
of the zooming factor. It had been decided that a satisfying visual effect combined with an
acceptable latency could be reached, when the small squares, for which the pollution values
were interpolated, consisted approximately of 25 pixels. Therefore, in order to achieve this
for the zooming factor of 20% the interpolation factor was set to 4, whereas for the
zooming factor of 1000% the interpolation factor was set to 1024. This allowed a similar
number of small, interpolated squares on the map to be displayed regardless of the zooming
factor. Because of this the visual quality of the visualisation and the latency caused by the
interpolation algorithm were made independent of the zooming factor. The effectiveness of
the interpolation is presented in Figure 4.9., where the squares with and without
interpolation are presented.
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Figure 4.9. The squares without and with the interpolation technique applied
(Left – without; Right – with, where: Zooming factor – 100%; Interpolation
factor – 16)

During this cycle also the visualisation of the street segments was improved. The main
problem was that the segments, which form the same street, could have different width. To
achieve an acceptable visual effect the values of width must have been interpolated
between neighbouring segments. The second problem was how to join the segments
smoothly, when they were not parallel. This was overcome by drawing circles at the end of
each segment for buildings and streets. To achieve the desired visual results the drawing
process of the streets was divided into four stages, in which:
a) The circles of the buildings,
b) The buildings,
c) Not selected street segments with the circles,
d) Selected street segments with the circles,
were drawn. The results of this process are shown in Figure 4.10.

Finally, after three cycles of the visualisation development the requirements of quick and
effective performance were met. The most interesting algorithms concerning the
visualisation are presented in the appendix.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10. The drawing procedure

4.3.5. Methods of saving the simulation
It was assumed at the beginning that it would be possible to record the process of
simulation. However, in order to do it many details concerning the simulation and the
visualisation were necessary. Therefore, it was decided to develop these issues at the final
stage of the project.

Planning this cycle covered two main areas. Each visualised frame of the simulation
consisting of many steps was planned to be recorded. After recording a piece of simulation,
it would be possible to replay the process with a desired speed. Another important issue
was connected with saving these recorded data to a file.

After prototyping it was clear that it was impossible to keep all the history of the simulation
in the memory. Therefore, it was decided to save the process to a file every 24 hours (not in
real, but in the simulation time) and erase the whole history afterwards. It was also decided
that the simulation would always start at 0:00, when the emission of pollution was at the
lowest level.
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During the development, the functionality to the replay dialog (CReplayDialog class) was
added so that it was possible to control the recording and replaying processes. The user is
given also a possibility of starting the simulation from the chosen point of the previously
recorded session. However, all frames following that frame are erased in that case. Of
course, it is possible to save them to a file as well. Finding a desired frame is relatively easy
and issues concerning effective interaction were addressed. The user is informed which
frame is being shown by a position of the slider (relative information), a displayed frame
number and a time of simulation (numerical information). The final appearance of the
replay control is shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11. The replay dialog

The maximum size of a file was over 3 MB for a whole-day session. Such a file stored all
the levels of pollution of all the squares. To make the saving and opening processes quicker
it was decided to apply buffering. Data concerning levels of pollution of a single frame (40
kB) would be at first written to a buffer and then the whole buffer would be saved to a file.
An example of the buffering during saving a document is presented below:
int*PollutionBuffer;
long int Size=GetXSquareNum()*GetYSquareNum();
PollutionBuffer=new int[Size];
for(int m=0;m<GetXSquareNum();m++)
for(int n=0;n<GetYSquareNum();n++)
{
int Pollution=m_Database.get_square_level(m, n, i);
PollutionBuffer[m*GetYSquareNum() + n]=Pollution;
//the level of pollution of each square is saved to
//the buffer
}
Document.Write(PollutionBuffer, Size*sizeof(PollutionBuffer));
//the buffer is saved to a file (Document)
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As a result of this cycle of the development, the user was given a possibility of recording
the simulation sessions and comparing the level of pollution simulated for different
conditions. This was considered as a very useful and necessary tool of the user interface.

After finishing this cycle, the area of this project was developed. However, at the end it was
necessary to integrate the software produced by this project and the software of the
simulation and the database.

4.3.6. Integration
All the stages of the project development were affected by the fact that the produced
software would have to cooperate with the software produced by the project developing the
simulation algorithms. Therefore, at first it was necessary to plan the work carefully,
establish the area of the development and also discuss and agree the interface between the
two pieces of software. The planning stage was very important in order to develop two
compatible parts of the software, which could be joined together with as little as possible a
number of problems.

As it was described in Chapter 3 (New ideas) and presented in Figure 3.1., the main
platform of communication between the simulation and the visualisation was provided by
the database. The database was divided into two logical parts. The first part covered all the
current conditions directly or indirectly set by the user like weather conditions, a current
frame number, a total number of frames, the zooming factor and other visualisation
constants. This part was most connected with this project and for the simulation only
weather conditions were relevant and had to be passed there before triggering the
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simulation process. Therefore this part of the database was developed and implemented in
this project. The data were mainly stored in the CConditions class, of which only one
instance was created and contained by the document class.

The second part of the database was much more complicated and stored all the information
about the street segments, the squares and the functions of emission. The format of this part
was to be mainly imposed by the simulation algorithms and therefore it was decided to
develop that part in the simulation project. However, in this case these data were used by
the visualisation many times and there was a need for a good cooperation. The platform of
communication was provided by three classes (Csimulation, Cdatabase, Cstreet_segment)
developed by the simulation project. However, during the development of this project the
definitions of these classes were created in a form of *.h files containing empty functions
accessing the desired data, which were called from different places in the visualisation
code. It enabled the interface to be created between the simulation and the visualisation
based on the member functions of these classes. After that the files were given to Michal
Kozielski, who was dealing with the simulation project, and these functions were further
developed by him.

Fortunately, the cooperation was well planned and organised. The best proof for this was
that the integration phase was quick and did not cause many problems. Of course, some
incompatibilities resulting from misunderstanding of the requirements appeared, but they
were rather easy to overcome.
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4.4. The final product
As a result of the software development, a flexible and object-oriented code was produced.
The flexibility of the code was important especially when some changes or upgrades were
introduced. A good example of the usefulness of the flexibility is that after the integration it
had been decided to decrease the time interval between two displayed frames from 15 to 10
minutes. The only thing that had to be changed in the code was to change the initialisation
of only one variable. Paradoxically, more work was engaged in changing the captions of the
main menu than in changing the code.

The object-oriented structure also enables the possibility of reusing the code or changing
radically the functionality of the program with minimal effort.

Among all the classes, three main groups could be distinguished:
a) The user interface classes,
b) The visualisation classes,
c) The document and database classes.
These groups are very similar to the main aims of the project, which means that the object
structure of the code was well designed and sensible. The dependencies between these
groups as well as classes, of which they consist are presented in Figure 4.12.

4.5. The chapter summary
In this chapter the most important issues concerning the software development have been
addressed. It has been mainly presented how the chosen methodology was applied and how
it helped in the development and reaching the final success. The most interesting solutions,
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which were crucial to the project, have been also described. However, the results of the
software development are evaluated and discussed in Chapter 5 (Results and discussion).

Figure 4.12. The object-oriented structure of the code
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5. Results and discussion

After developing the software and integrating the two parts, the final product was obtained,
which was the aim of this project. However, after the development the final product should
be evaluated to assess the applied solutions and draw the conclusions for the future.
Therefore, this chapter addresses these issues and methods and results of the evaluation are
presented.

5.1. Methods of evaluation
The results of almost every project can be divided into tangible and intangible. Algorithms,
equations, numerical results, implemented and tested software can be considered as the
tangible effects. They can be easily evaluated and the correctness of the solutions can be
assessed. It can be investigated and checked if the program is working properly, if it is
delivering the desired output data, etc. However, not all of the results can be objectively
measured and definitely categorised as good or bad, correct or incorrect. Satisfaction of the
users, usefulness and effectiveness of the project cannot be evaluated in a straightforward
way and therefore are considered as intangible results of the project.

In the case of this project the division into tangible and intangible results also can be
noticed. The tangible results cover the implemented software, the synchronisation and the
data flow controlling mechanisms. These parts can be evaluated by testing the software and
checking if the program is behaving and reacting in the proper and required way.
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However, the main aim of this project was to create the Graphical User Interface. The
correctness and proper working of the GUI not always makes it usable and efficient. The
most important for the GUI design should be reaching the user satisfaction and providing
good communication. These results are intangible and cannot be measured only by the
designer himself. These are users, who should decide if the program is appropriate for them
and evaluate it. The best way to measure their satisfaction, if only it could be measured, is
to conduct a survey among a group of the users. They should be asked to use the program
and answer some questions investigating if the aims of the GUI and the Human Computer
Interaction have been reached.

5.2. Testing phase – the tangible results
The best method of testing and providing the most certain results is to analyse all the
possibilities of the input data, define the output data expected in all these situations and
then check if the program is working properly. However, this method is inefficient and for
more sophisticated programs would consume much more time than implementing the
software. For bigger programs it is rather impossible to create a database containing all the
possible sets of input data. It is therefore important to categorise the input data, divide them
into common groups and test each of them. Also some strange, untypical situations should
be foreseen and it should be checked if the program is working properly also in these
extreme and unusual conditions.

Testing was conducted before finishing each cycle and it was investigated if the elements of
the user interface were reacting properly and producing appropriate data. This was
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relatively easy to check, because all the bugs and errors had visual effects and appeared
during the interaction with the elements.

However, not only was it important that the elements work properly themselves. They
should also work together. Therefore, before the integration with the simulation, the whole
GUI part was tested and the identified errors were corrected. Unfortunately, not all of the
situations could have been foreseen and applied without the simulation part. Therefore, it
was necessary to test thoroughly also the integrated program. Many errors appeared then
either in the visualisation or the simulation code and they were successfully corrected. Also
very helpful was to test the software in different environments. The software was developed
in the Windows NT operation system environment and the correctness within this system
was provided. However, testing in more vulnerable conditions like the Windows 98
operation system identified some serious memory errors, which had been overcome under
the Windows NT by the system security mechanisms. Of course, these errors were also
corrected successfully. The documentation of the testing is included in the appendix.

After testing, the program is hopefully free from serious errors and should work properly.
However, in the case of such a large and complex program it is almost impossible to find
and eliminate all the bugs. They should be identified and reported during using the software
and corrected afterwards. This will be a cost of the maintenance stage, which is considered
to be an inseparable part of the development.
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5.3. The survey – measuring the intangible results
It has been decided to conduct a survey to investigate if the GUI is effective and satisfying
for the users. The most important parts of this method of evaluation are as follows:
a) Define the questions,
b) Find a representative group of users,
c) Distribute the questions among the users,
d) Gather the answers,
e) Analyse the results and draw the conclusions.

One of the most important things about the survey is to define the proper questions, which
allow get the desired information. At first it was decided to get information about the user
and the experience that she or he had with using the computers. Then the graphical and
appearance issues were decided to be addressed to investigate if the window layout and the
visual design were effective. Then the user was asked if she or he had an idea of how the
program works. After the first part of questions the user was asked to play and familiarise
with the program for about 10 minutes to conduct the second part of the survey
investigating if the program was easy to learn and understand. The questions are included
in the appendix.

The users should be selected carefully so that they form a representative group. However, it
was not an easy task and it was decided to distribute the program and the questionnaire by
an e-mail way of communication. Instead of selecting a representative group of users, the
question about the level of experience was asked.
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After broadcasting the questionnaire, the answers were gathered and compiled. The
questionnaire and the detailed results are presented in the appendix. The compiled data are
presented in Figures 5.1 – 5.5.

Figure 5.1. Self-declared experience level of the users

Figure 5.2. The graphical results

Figure 5.3. Do you have an idea of how the program works?
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Figure 5.4. Do you know how to use the program? (after 10 minutes of experience)

Figure 5.5. The satisfaction level (0 – 10)

Among the answers to the sixth question (“What, in your opinion, is the main drawback of
the program?”) the majority was concerning the latency caused by the simulation. Indeed,
especially if the wind velocity is high, the simulation consumes considerable amount of
time. However, this was inevitable and was the reason for creating the recording and
replaying tools.

Because of the following reasons the conclusion could be drawn that the results of the
survey have proved that the GUI had met its requirements. At first, the answers for the
second question concerning the visual design were rather positive and the given marks were
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high, especially among less experienced users. This could be explained by the fact that the
more experienced users have higher expectations and have seen more well-designed
interfaces.

Third and fourth questions were investigating if the interface was easy to learn. The
answers were also satisfying. After only 10 minutes of using the program the understanding
of it radically improved. Even 23% of inexperienced users claimed that they understood the
main idea of the program, which means that the applied solutions were rather intuitive. The
fact that the majority of the experienced users learned the interface quickly leads to the
conclusion that this interface is common to other Windows applications’ interfaces, which
was one of the main aims of the GUI design.

Finally, the fifth question showed that the general impression of the interface was very
positive and the users were satisfied with the solutions applied.

The survey conducted among the users proved that the Graphical User Interface was:
a) graphically esthetical,
b) intuitive,
c) easy to learn,
d) usable,
e) user friendly.
These features and aims are very important for the GUI and it was crucial to the project
success to achieve them. The survey proved that the final result was satisfying to the users
and therefore the conclusion could be drawn that the applied solutions were reasonable and
sensible and the GUI was properly designed.
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5.4. Summary of the chapter
In this chapter the results of the evaluation of the project have been presented. It has been
described how the software was tested and why it could be said that the quality and
correctness issues were addressed. Also the results of the survey, which was conducted to
evaluate the users satisfaction, were analysed and discussed.

Summarising, the computer program produced within this project could be considered as an
effective, well-designed and usable Graphical User Interface, which has met all the
requirements of a standard Windows application. Therefore, it can be undoubtedly said
that this project has reached its success.
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6. Conclusions and future work
After finishing the software development and evaluating the project success it had to be
estimated how much had been achieved and what could be done in the area of the project in
the future. These important issues are addressed in this chapter.

6.1. Database
At the beginning it was assumed that the computer program would be processing (i.e.
simulating and visualising) the data generated by the project analysing the photographic
images developed by Dariusz Garbowski. It was planned that the Nottingham city centre
would be analysed and a digital map of this area would be created. However, it occurred
that although that project also reached its success, the whole database would not be
delivered. The work, which would have to be engaged into gathering the images of the
streets was considered as too large to be done by only one person. Therefore it has been
decided that the project would only deliver a proper tool, which could be used to gather the
desired data in the future.

However, in order to present the results of this project, the database of the Nottingham city
centre was created. Only the position of the main streets could be extracted from the map,
their widths and the heights of the buildings were invented so that these values were
realistic.
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The program is working with these data and the idea of the pollution dispersion is well
presented. The program is ready to work with realistic data as well when they are gathered
and appropriately formatted.

The picture of the final GUI is presented in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. The final GUI

The Nottingham city centre is presented on the map with simulated levels of pollution
concentration in the streets. The GUI presents clearly how the pollution spreads and where
it is cumulated.
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6.2. Future work
The project has reached its primary aims and its functionality is quite satisfying. However,
it has been developed in such a way, which would allow extend it further in the future, if
there is a need for it. Besides creating a database containing real data, what has been
already mentioned, also some other areas can be further developed.

At first, instead of creating the functions of emission and assigning them to the streets by
the user, some sensors measuring the emission of pollution or the traffic intensity can be
installed in different places of the investigated area. This would allow base the simulation
on more realistic and current data.

Also the simulation algorithms could be upgraded and more conditions could be taken into
consideration during the calculations. For example an air pressure or precipitations would
have an additional influence on the final result to increase the simulation accuracy.

These changes should be relatively easy to introduce because of the object-oriented
architecture and clear division of the tasks within the code. The interfaces between the
objects are well-designed and clearly defined so that it is easy to establish what they are
responsible for and what are their functionalities. Some elements like simulation classes or
the user interface items could be replaced by the upgraded versions with rather little effort.

6.3. Final conclusions
The computer program “The Pollution Simulator” presents clearly that the effects of the
traffic are very negative and shows that the pollution in city centres is strongly dependant
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on it. Therefore, only by limiting the emission of pollution caused by the traffic the
concentration of pollution could be decreased significantly.

The program could be used in educational purposes to make people aware of the dangers of
the traffic and to induce them to use the public transport, which is becoming more and more
popular in the big cities. The usable Graphical User Interface allows even inexperienced
users work successfully and efficiently with this program.

The Pollution Simulator can be also used to manage and organise the traffic better so that
the dispersion of the pollution was under control and less harmful to people living in the
city.
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Appendix A: The most interesting algorithms
In this appendix the most interesting pieces of code and some algorithms are presented.
However, the whole code is much too long to be entirely placed in the documentation.

a) Zooming algorithms
int CPollutionSimulatorDoc::SetZoom(int Zoom)
{
CRect Rect;
POSITION Pos=GetFirstViewPosition();
GetNextView(Pos)->GetClientRect(&Rect);
Pos=GetFirstViewPosition();
int Length=Rect.right - Rect.left;
int Height=Rect.bottom - Rect.top;
CPoint OldPoint=static_cast<CScrollView*>
(GetNextView(Pos))->GetScrollPosition();
OldPoint.x+=Length/2;
OldPoint.y+=Height/2;
OldPoint.x=OldPoint.x*100/(float)GetZoom();
OldPoint.y=OldPoint.y*100/(float)GetZoom();
Pos=GetFirstViewPosition();
int MaxDim=(Length>Height)? Length:Height;
int MaxMapDim=(Length>Height)? GetXSize():GetYSize();
float MinZoom=MaxDim/(float)MaxMapDim*100 + 1;
MinZoom=(MinZoom - (int)MinZoom<0.5)?
(int)MinZoom:(int)(MinZoom + 1);
if(Zoom==MinZoom - 20) return 0;
if(Zoom%20!=0) Zoom+=20 - Zoom%20;
if(Zoom<MinZoom) Zoom=MinZoom;
if(!m_Conditions.SetZoom(Zoom)) return 0;
static_cast<CPollutionSimulatorView*>
(GetNextView(Pos))->SetSize();
Pos=GetFirstViewPosition();
GetNextView(Pos)->GetClientRect(&Rect);
Pos=GetFirstViewPosition();
if(Rect.bottom<GetYSize()*GetZoom()/100.0
||Rect.right<GetXSize()*(float)GetZoom()/100.0)
{
Pos=GetFirstViewPosition();
GetNextView(Pos)->GetClientRect(&Rect);
Pos=GetFirstViewPosition();
Length=Rect.right - Rect.left;
Height=Rect.bottom - Rect.top;
OldPoint.x=OldPoint.x*GetZoom()/100.0;
OldPoint.y=OldPoint.y*GetZoom()/100.0;
OldPoint.x-=Length/2;
OldPoint.y-=Height/2;
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static_cast<CScrollView*>
(GetNextView(Pos))->ScrollToPosition(OldPoint);

}
return 1;
}

The dependency between the interpolation factor and the zooming factor:
int CConditions::SetZoom(int Zoom)
{
//5x5 pixels for:
//if(Zoom<=37) m_IntpolRate=1;
if(Zoom<=40) m_IntpolRate=2;
if(Zoom>40&&Zoom<=150) m_IntpolRate=4;
if(Zoom>150&&Zoom<=300) m_IntpolRate=8;
if(Zoom>300&&Zoom<=600) m_IntpolRate=16;
if(Zoom>600) m_IntpolRate=32;

}

if(Zoom<20)
{
Zoom=20;
return 0;
}
if(Zoom>1000)
{
Zoom=1000;
return 0;
}
m_Zoom=Zoom;
return 1;

b) Squares interpolation and visualisation algorithm
Clipping operations:
CRect ClientRect;
m_pView->GetClientRect(&ClientRect);
CSize TotalSize=m_pView->GetTotalSize();
CPoint StartPos=m_pView->GetScrollPosition();
int YMin=StartPos.y/(float)TotalSize.cy*SqrYNum - 2;
int YMax=YMin+(ClientRect.bottomClientRect.top)/(float)TotalSize.cy*SqrYNum+4;
int XMin=StartPos.x/(float)TotalSize.cx*SqrXNum - 2;
int XMax=XMin+(ClientRect.righClientRect.top)/(float)TotalSize.cx*SqrXNum+4;
if(YMin<0) YMin=0;
if(YMax>SqrYNum) YMax=SqrYNum;
if(XMin<0) XMin=0;
if(XMax>SqrXNum) XMax=SqrXNum;//clipping operations

Interpolation and visualisation of the squares:
for(int y=YMin;y<YMax;y++)
for(int x=XMin;x<XMax;x++)
{
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COLORREF Colour;
float Pollution;
float LeftPollution=m_pActiveDoc->GetSquareLevel(x, y);
float RightPollution=m_pActiveDoc->
GetSquareLevel(x + 1, y);
float LeftPolIncr=(m_pActiveDoc->
GetSquareLevel(x, y + 1) – m_pActiveDoc->
GetSquareLevel(x, y))/(float)IntpolRate;
float RightPolIncr=(m_pActiveDoc->
GetSquareLevel(x + 1, y + 1) - m_pActiveDoc->
GetSquareLevel(x + 1, y))/(float)IntpolRate;
LeftPollution+=LeftPolIncr/2;
RightPollution+=RightPolIncr/2;
for(int j=0;j<IntpolRate;j++)//y - line
{
float PolIncr=(RightPollution - LeftPollution)
/(float)IntpolRate;
Pollution=LeftPollution + PolIncr/2;
for(int i=0;i<IntpolRate;i++)//x - pixel
{
CRect Rect(TransToScreen
((x*IntpolRate + i)*SquareXSize),
TransToScreen
((y*IntpolRate + j)*SquareYSize),
TransToScreen
((x*IntpolRate + i + 1)*SquareXSize),
TransToScreen
((y*IntpolRate+ j + 1)*SquareYSize));
int PolLevel=Pollution;
Colour=CalcColour(PolLevel);
pDC->FillSolidRect(&Rect, Colour);
Pollution+=PolIncr;
}
LeftPollution+=LeftPolIncr;
RightPollution+=RightPolIncr;
}
}//visualise the squares

c) Streets visualisation algorithm:
for(int i=0;i<SegmNum;i++)
{
Cstreet_segment*pStreet=m_pActiveDoc->GetStreet(i);
ShowBuildingCircle(pStreet, pDC);
}
for(i=0;i<SegmNum;i++)
{
Cstreet_segment*pStreet=m_pActiveDoc->GetStreet(i);
ShowBuilding(pStreet, pDC);
}
for(int i=0;i<SegmNum;i++)
{
Cstreet_segment*pStreet=m_pActiveDoc->GetStreet(i);
if(!pStreet->is_selected()) ShowStreet(pStreet, i, pDC);
//not selected
}
for(i=0;i<SegmNum;i++)
{
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Cstreet_segment*pStreet=m_pActiveDoc->GetStreet(i);
if(pStreet->is_selected()) ShowStreet(pStreet, i, pDC);
//selected
}

d) Triggering the simulation
void CPollutionSimulatorDoc::MakeAStep()
{
for(int i=0; i<GetStepNum(); i++)
{
int Direction=7 - GetWindDir();
m_Database.set_conditions(GetWindStrength(),
Direction, GetTemperature());
int TotalTime=(GetHistoryLength() - 1)*GetStepLength();
SetHistoryLength(GetHistoryPosition() + 2);
SetHistoryPosition(GetHistoryPosition() + 1);
m_Simulation.go(GetStepLength(), TotalTime);
}
Visualise();
SetModifiedFlag(true);
}

e) Recursive streets selection
void CPollutionSimulatorView::
SelectStreet(Cstreet_segment*pStreet, int Selected)
{
CPollutionSimulatorDoc*pActiveDoc=GetDocument();
pStreet->select();
if(pStreet->get_num_beg()==1)
if((pActiveDoc->GetStreet(pStreet->get_beg(0))->
is_selected()&&Selected==0)||
(!pActiveDoc->GetStreet(pStreet->get_beg(0))->
is_selected()&&Selected!=0))
SelectStreet(pActiveDoc->
GetStreet(pStreet->get_beg(0)),
Selected);
if(pStreet->get_num_end()==1)
if((pActiveDoc->GetStreet(pStreet->get_end(0))->
is_selected()&&Selected==0)||
(!pActiveDoc->GetStreet(pStreet->get_end(0))->
is_selected()&&Selected!=0))
SelectStreet(pActiveDoc->
GetStreet(pStreet->get_end(0)),
Selected);
}
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Appendix B: The survey results
In Chapter 5 (Results and discussion) the survey among the users was described and its
results were presented in the compiled version. However, the exact responses to the
questionnaire are presented below in Figure B.1.

Questions:
1. What kind of a computer user do you consider yourself to be?
a) Experienced
b) Rather experienced
c) Inexperienced
2. Do you like what you see? Is it graphically nice to look at? Please grade it (0 – 10)
3. Do you think that you have an idea of how the program works and what are its
possibilities?
a) Yes
b) I am not sure
c) No
4. Do you know now how to generally use the program?
a) Yes
b) I am not sure
c) No
5. Do you like The Pollution Simulator and consider it useful? Are you satisfied with
this program? Please grade (0 – 10)
6. What, in your opinion, is the main drawback of the program?
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Figure B.1. The survey results
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Appendix C: The testing documentation
The software was tested thoroughly every time before finishing each development cycle. Of
course, the code was also tested in parallel with the implementation. Many small tests were
applied then and it is impossible to mention all of them. However, the main tests are
described in the table below.

Developed area
(cycle)

Tests

Conclusions

Actions

Testing of a static
and dynamic
alignment of the
elements

The windows
application standard
has been reached

No actions

Testing of the
synchronisation and
data flow
mechanisms

The flow of data was
incorrect in some
cases because of
simple errors. The
process was properly
synchronised

The identified errors
were successfully
corrected

Testing of the
dynamic responses
to the user’s actions

The control was
behaving in the
desired way

No actions

Testing of the data
flow between the
control and the
document

The control was not
disabled for the user
during the
simulation process.

The updating
functions were
corrected

The rough version
of the GUI

The wind control
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The functions’
creation
and edition tools

Simple visualisation

Simple visualisation
with full
functionality

Sophisticated
visualisation

Testing of the list
box in which the
available functions
were displayed

Sometimes the
application was
breaking down
during the creation
of the dialog

Insertion of the items
was corrected

Testing of reading
the values from the
user

The values were not
saved properly. The
diagram flickered
during changing
only one value bar

The saving and
reading operations
were customised.
The flickering effect
was removed
successfully

Testing of the scroll
window and
assessing the visual
results

The errors were
easily noticeable and
therefore identified
and corrected
quickly during the
implementation

The corrective
actions were applied
in parallel with the
implementation

Testing of selecting
the streets after a
mouse click

Implemented
algorithms were not
working for all the
possible positions of
the street segments

The algorithms were
improved so that
they were universal

Testing of assigning
the emission
functions to the
streets

The functions’
counter of streets in
use was not always
working properly

Counting was
reorganised

Testing of the
navigation map

Some inaccuracies
on the edges
between the
navigation and
visualisation maps
were identified

Floating point
operations were
improved

Testing of zooming
mechanisms

Some problems with
synchronisation led
to errors connected
with refreshing the
navigation map

The problems were
successfully
overcome

Testing of the
interpolation

The vertical values
were not interpolated
correctly

Simple error was
identified and
corrected
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Saving mechanisms

Testing of automatic
frames’ recording
and replaying tools

Only few not serious
problems were
identified

The errors were
successfully
corrected

Testing of saving
and opening the
documents

The operations were
too much time
consuming

The buffering was
applied

Integration tests

Some incoherencies
leading to critical
errors were
identified, mainly
concerning the
process of recording
the simulation
session to the
database

All the problems
were solved and the
interface between
the two projects
corrected

Testing in the
Windows 98
environment

Memory leakages
and errors identified

The leakages were
removed and the
errors corrected

Final product tests

No serious errors
occurred

Identified less
significant errors
were corrected

Integrated final
product

Figure C.1. The testing table
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